IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

is proud to present the

Joseph G. Wohl Outstanding Career Award

to

Keith W. Hipel

For seminal contributions in multiple participant, multiple objective
decision making for solving complex system problems, and
innovations in Systems Engineering education.
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is proud to present the

Norbert Wiener Award

to

Lawrence O. Hall

For pioneering work on the integration of approximate reasoning and learning into cybernetic image understanding.
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is proud to present the

Andrew P. Sage Best Transactions Paper Award

to

Valeriy Vyatkin
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is proud to present the

Andrew P. Sage Best Transactions Paper Award

to

Nirmal-Kumar C. Nair
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is proud to present the

Best Associate Editor Award

to

Jiri Lazansky

For efficient management of reviews in a timely manner and accurate decisions as Associate Editor of the IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part C: Applications and Reviews.
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is proud to present the

Outstanding Contribution Award

to

Liping Fang

For outstanding performance in running the SMC 2007 technical program and the Technical Committee on Conflict Resolution.
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October 2012
IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

is proud to present the

Outstanding Contribution Award

to

Vlad Marik

For his outstanding service as the Editor-in-Chief and turning around the IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics:
Part C: Applications and Reviews
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IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

is proud to present the

IEEE Outstanding SMCS Chapter Award

to the

Seoul Section Chapter
chaired by Seong-Whan Lee

For providing exceptional leadership and service to members through distinguished lectures and the SMC 2012 conference organization.
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October 2012
IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

is proud to present the

Most Active SMC Technical Committee Award

to the

IEEE SMC Society Technical Committee on
Intelligent Learning in Control Systems
chaired by Ching-Chih Tsai, Kao-Shing Hwang and Han-Xiong Li

For substantial membership growth and active support
of SMC sponsored technical activities.
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is proud to present the

Most Active SMC Technical Committee Award

to the

IEEE SMC Society Technical Committee on Intelligent Learning in Control Systems chaired by Ching-Chih Tsai, Kao-Shing Hwang and Han-Xiong Li

For substantial membership growth and active support of SMC sponsored technical activities.
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October 2012
IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

is proud to present the

Most Active SMC Technical Committee Award
to the

IEEE SMC Society Technical Committee on
Intelligent Learning in Control Systems
chaired by Ching-Chih Tsai, Kao-Shing Hwang and Han-Xiong Li

For substantial membership growth and active support of SMC sponsored technical activities.

October 2012
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is proud to present the

IEEE Outstanding SMCS Student Branch Chapter Award

to the

South China University of Technology Student Branch Chapter chaired by Zhimin He

For organizing and actively supporting the
SMC Celebration Lecture Series, Student Paper Contests
and SMC sponsored technical activities.
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